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Latest technology
ensures precision
HANNO Venter is the principal and sole dentist at
Orange Moose Dental, taking care of all of his patients’
dental care needs from start
to finish.
Each time you visit
Orange Moose Dental, you
can be assured you will be
seeing Dr Venter, be it for
your preventative care appointment, emergency appointment or pre-defined
appointments.
Dr Venter makes use of
only digital radiography due
to the proven dramatically
lower levels of radiation
absorbed by the body compared to earlier more traditional film systems.
Orange Moose makes use
of sensors rather than films
in order to also immediately
display teeth and gums on
their computer screen because staff understand your
time is valuable too.
For more accurate records
and progress of treatments
they also make use of specialist level digital photography. The addition of a 3D
cone beam CT and OPG
technology insures lower

SERVICES

Services provided by
Hanno Venter at Orange
Moose Dental include:
■ General dentistry
including extractions and
tooth-coloured fillings
■ Root canal therapy
■ Veneers, crowns and
bridges, including full
smile makeovers
■ KöR whitening
■ Six Month Braces
■ Soft tissue laser
■ Wisdom tooth removal
■ Soft and hard tissue
surgical procedures
■ Dentures
■ Implants for single or
multiple tooth
replacements, including
implant retained
dentures and implant
retained bridge work
■ Dento-facial
aesthetics, including
anti-wrinkle injections
and dermal filler.
levels of radiation to patients and more effective
treatment planning in dental
implant cases and wisdom

Three-dimensional cone beam images to view patients’ bone
and teeth in high definition.
tooth surgery.
Patients now don’t have to
be referred to a radiologist
in town to obtain images in
deciding whether or not you
might be a suitable candidate for dental implants.
Orange Moose will now be
able to more easily detect
the need for pre-prosthetic
surgery or bone transplants
before any cosmetic dental
procedures or dental implants are done.

BEST PRACTICE: Orange Moose Dental’s
cone beam x-ray unit.
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